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RESUME

Ce

document

constitue le compte-rendu technique de la mission effectuée

de Février à Juillet1990, au sein du Jet PropulsionLaboratory (USA).
par l'auteur,
Le travaila consistéen une étude comparative,du point de vue de la qualitéimage
et de l'étalonnage,d'images obtenues, sur le site d'Oberpfaffenhofen(RFA), par
deux

Radars

sensiblement

à

Ouverture

Synthétique

aéroportés

aux

caractéristiques

différentes.

L'analyse de la qualitéimage a permis de mettre en évidence les propriétés
spécifiquesdes deux systèmes,polarimétrie
complète du ROS
résolutionmulti-vues du ROS

du DLR,

de NASA/JPL

et haute

et d'attester
que les objectifsde qualité

respectifsétaient,dans l'ensemble, atteints.

Les images en bande C

ont été séparément étalonnées,polarimétriquement

d'un algorithme développé au JPL et radiométriquement au moyen
par l'utilisation
de

coins réflecteurstriédraux disposés à cet effet sur la scène imagée. La '

comparaison effectuée ensuite sur les coefficientsde
étendues a

fourni des

rétro-diffusionde

résultats encourageants puisque

cibles

les valeurs obtenues

diffèrent
de moins de 2 dB.

Enfin, et ceci constituel'aspectle plus originalde ce travail,on a montré
qu'un inter-étalonnageeffectifétait faisable entre les deux séries de données ,
notamment
ROS.

en ce qui concerne la correction radiométrique en site des images
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1.

Introduction

In summer

1989, the NASA/JPL

DC-8 SAR

took part in a sériesof calibration

experiments in Europe: three différentsiteswere imaged in the UK
(Flevoland) and FRG

NL
(Feltwell),

(Oberpfaffenhofen),and several sensors (includingSAR

and

were in opération.The aims of this campaign were multiple:to check the

SLAR)

calibration performance

of

the JPL

Aircraft SAR

(named

AIRSAR

following) over European sites,of quite différenttexture compared
previously used

in North

America; to compare, from

the image

in the
with those

quality and

calibrationpoints of view, the images provided by the différentsensors; to test
various equipment

and

approaches for ground

calibration and

to help find

candidatesitesfor futuresatellite
missions such as SIR-C and ERS-1.

A

detailed descriptionand some

preliminary results of thèse multi-sensor

experiments can be found in [1]. In this document, we
gathered from the German

site over which both AIRSAR

will deal only with data
and the German

E-SAR,

the latteron board a Domier D0228, flew along paralleltracks,on the same day of
August 1989. Having at our disposai tne whole fully polarimetricthree frequency
(L-, C- and P-Band) data set from the AIRSAR
amplitude images from the E-SAR,
comparative image

analysis and

and the C- and X-Band, VV

the purpose of this work

calibrationof thèse two

polarized,

was to conduct a

data sets. The

main

featuresof such a study should be: to point out the spécifiecharacteristics
of each
data set, considering the very différentradars which

were in opération (better

mode
spatialresolutionfor the E-SAR, quad-polarization

of the AIRSAR...); and to

be able to perform effectivecross-calibration,
i. e. use one calibratedimage to
improve the calibrationprocess of the other one.

Thus, the plan of this study follows,logically:

8

Check the image qualityof the two data sets,using standard tools like
radiometric resolution,impulse response parameters.
Perform

separate calibrationof each image

using a

subset of the

for polarimetriccalibrationof the AIRSAR
deployed devices on the airfield;

data,

some algorithmsdeveloped at the JPL will be used.
Compare
away

from

the calibratedimages by checking the target responses in areas

the one

used during the calibrationprocess. Improve

calibration process (particularlythe

range

the E-SAR

radiometric variation), since the

présent standard product of this System does not include ail the necessary
corrections,
by means of the AIRSAR

image, which is considered to be fairlywell

calibrated because of the previously conducted calibrationexperiments, mainly
Goldstone in Spring 1988 [2],[3].
Finally,original conclusions should be drawn

about the usefulness of

such cross-calibration
analysis;for it is the firsttime, as far as we know, that SAR
imagery of the same

site is performed by two

différentradars, under similar

conditions.

But let us firstgive a brief descriptionof the two radar imaging Systems
and of the expérimental site at Oberpfaffenhofen.
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2.

Description

2.1 The

of

the

experiment

JPL multi-frequency,multi-polarization
Aircraft SAR

The principalparameters of the NASA/JPL
gathered on

Table

Airbome

Imaging Radar [4] are

1: as an expérimental tool for preparing the future SIR-C

mission, this System was designed to be multi-frequency(P-, L- and C-Band), fully
polarimetric (i. e. providing complex
channels HH,

data in each

to keep in mind are that
VH, VV). The importantcharacteristics

HV,

basicallythe same

chirp signal is used, for the three frequencies,and that the

transmittedpulse is alternatively
switched on H
same

and V

polarizationswithin the

puise répétitioninterval.

The
SAR

of the four polarization

twelve simultaneously acquired cohérent channels are processed using

standard

frequency

domain

compression

algorithms, with

Hamming

weighting function being applied in range and in azimuth, in order to reduce
sidelobes(thispoint is important to be noted for it will hâve a directconséquence
on the image quality parameters such as spatialresolutionand sidelobe levels).

Among

the three available standard products, high resolution single look

complex image, compressed four-look Stokes matrix format or survey mode
only the first one was
separated

used hère. The

files, corresponding

to

image,

high resolution format includes twelve
each

frequency/polarization channel,

containing 750 records of 4096 azimuth pixels;the sampling steps are 6.7 m
slant range and 3.0 m

in azimuth.

in
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2.2 The DLR

C-Band and X-Band E-SAR

System allows imagery in three frequencies,L-, C- and X-Band,

The E-SAR
with only VV

polarization[5]. Since only C- and X-Band data were obtained over

the Oberpfaffenhofen site, we

report on

related to thèse two frequencies.The

Table 1 and

2

the radar parameters

which differ from
important characteristics

the JPL radar are the followings(regardingC-Band) :
The platform fliesat ratherlow altitudes,
which implies a larger aperture
beamwidth in élévationto illuminatea given swath
The theoretical
range spatialresolutionis smaller than the AIRSAR
while both SAR

The

one,

azimuth spatialresolutionsare of the same order of magnitude.

raw data are range compressed on board the aircraft,
by means of a

Surface Acoustic Wave
an AGC/STC

and the signal is radiometrically
controlledby
correlator,

unit,placed at the puise compression module input,in order to fitthe

System dynamic range. A

motion compensation procédure is incorporated,prior to

the on-ground azimuth compression, which extracts the desired parameters from
the range compressed data [6].

The data products we hâve at our disposaiare multi-look(4-look C-Band and
8-look X-Band) amplitude detected images in slant range coordinates.

2.3 The DLR,

The DLR
area, where

Oberpfaffenhofen,expérimental site

site,located near Munich in Germany, is centered on the airport
the

calibration devices were

deployed,

and

background areas as grasslands,forests,agriculturalfields and

contains various
suburban areas.

As shown on Figure 1, a set of 55 pièces of calibration
equipment were installed,
mainly in the airfieldarea, including various sized trihedrals(from 0.4 m

to 1.0

11

m)

and dihedrals (0.7 m

and 1.0 m), one C-Band

receiver unit and one C-Band

PolarimetricActive Radar Calibrator.The dihedralswere oriented at 0° and 45°,
with respect to the Une of sight direction,
by means of a DLR

built,very précise

Most of the trihedralswere
pointing System in azimuth, élévationand orientation.
deployed as single ones, but some of them were gathered in pairs, separated by
about 10 m, in order to test the resolutioncapabilities
of the sensors.

two consécutive days of August 1989, both radars, mounted

On

on board

their respectiveplatforms,flew several parallelflightsoriented at 42° (parallelto
the runway direction)and 132° (orthogonalto the runway) with respect to North,
with various incidence angles for the AIRSAR
the airfieldmain

radar (about 20°, 35° and 50° over

runway).

In Figures 2, 3 and 4 are respectively
displayedthe CVV
XVV

E-SAR

AIRSAR,

CVV

and

images of the testsite;ail of them are amplitude detected.The E-SAR

images are not radiometricallycorrected;they are direct outputs from the SAR
processor. Although
means

of

we

could perform

the range radiometric correction, by

vertical antenna pattern data and

preferred to keep thèse raw
analysiswith the AIRSAR

incidence angle knowledge,

we

images, in order to conduct the cross-calibration

images. On each image, we can clearlysee the airfield

area with the corner reflectorarray; the calibrationdevices which are deployed
near the buildings,below the runway, are not so clearly visibleon thèse prints,
with the exception of the PARC

on C-Band pictures,
but are more détectableon the

imaging device screen. Scales and aspects of thèse three images are variable to
each other because of the différentvalues taken by the resolutionand the pixel
spacing parameters. Table 2

summarizes the image

parameters, from

the three

data sets we will deal with in the followingsections,i. e. C-Band quad-polarization
AIRSAR,
path.

C-Band and X-Band VV

polarizedE-SAR, ail along the 42° directionflight
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3.

quality analysis

Image

To assessthe qualityof one given SAR

image, we usuallydeal with two main

concepts: the radiometric resolution,which is a measurement
distinguishing two

uniform

of the abilityof

areas of différent backscattering coefficients,and

spatialresolution,which is a measurement of the abilityto separate two distinct
Image quality assessment is a very important step in SAR
point target scatterers.
image study because the aim of a SAR
with a much

better spatialresolution(in azimuth) than a classicalradar; so, it is

obviously necessary to check
Moreover,
between

is to provide ground reflectivity
images

to what

extent this goal has

for calibration purposes, with the aim
measured

pixel intensities and

ground

been

achieved.

of providing relationships
reflectivityparameters, the

radiometric resolutionis a useful tool to estimate the accuracy of the obtained
calibration results.

As

such analysis is to be performed within each image and deals mainly

with magnitude pixel responses,ail the polarimetricquality checks, which can be
made

on

the AIRSAR

data set, will be treated in section 5, as part of the

polarimetric calibration process.

3.1 Radiometric resolution

On

SAR

targetsis
images, the response of uniform (also called distributed)

disturbed by the well known
numerous

speckle noise [7], due to the cohérent addition of

and independent target responses within a same

resolution cell. The

noise directlyaffectsthe separability
of two différent
power of this multiplicative
so a
areas, as it widens each probabilitydensity function of the pixel intensities;
standard parameter to quantify the radiometricresolutionis provided by the O / \l
ratio,where Il and a are the mean

and standard déviation of the pixel intensity

14

distributionover selected uniform
multiplicativenoise and

areas. (J and Il represent respectively the

desired signal powers, so this radiometric resolution

parameter can be seen, too, as a signalto speckle noise ratio.

A

common

way

of expressing the radiometric resolutioncoefficientallows

in dB:
a direct interprétation

Y = 10 log( 1 + a/n )

( 1 )

where O and Il are computed from the power (not amplitude)pixel distribution
[8].

Assuming

the elementary scattererresponses,within one cell, are complex,

independent random

variables with the same

it can be
probabilitydistribution,

shown that the power of the resultingsignal is exponentiallydistributedwhile its
phase

is uniformly distributed over [0; 2k].

coefficientshould be 1 (3.01 in dB) when

So

the radiometric resolution

estimated from power detected single-

look uniform areas.

Considering multi-look images, which resuit from the superpositionof N
independent power

detected partial images, the mean

and standard déviation of

the pixel intensityprobabilitydensity are respectivelymultipliedby N

and

V N ,

so that the radiometricresolutioncoefficientbecomes:

YN = 101og(l+

(2)

;j=)

Thus, in order to assess the image radiometricquality,we selecteda set of
ten uniform areas (by visual inspection)in each of the three images (only CVV
was

considered in the AIRSAR

case) and

then computed

the associated y

15

The
coefficient.
values, from

average resultsare reported on Table 3, as well as the expected

(2), knowing

that the AIRSAR

data are 1-look (since they are,

4 (C-Band) and 8 (Xdata are respectively

actually,
complex images) and the E-SAR
Band) look images.

Measured

and expected values for the AIRSAR

agreement, but, conceming

the E-SAR,

image are in good

CVV

measured values are higher than expected

(the différenceis more important for the X-Band

image). This discrepancy can be

explained by the fact that the four, or eight, looks are not perfectlyindependent
to each other, hence a less efficientspeckle noise réduction:during the multilook processing, the selected Doppler sub-bands, instead of being completely
disjoined,exhibiteda certainamount (50%) of overlap.However, a 50%
overlap, inducing respectively 2.5 and

4.5 équivalent number

bandwidth

of independent

looks, should lead to even higher values of the y coefficient.

3.2 Spatial resolution

Spatial resolutionpropertiesof a SAR
by

means

of the whole

radar equipment and
provided by

image are most convenientlystudied

system impulse response (including the measurement

the image

synthesis signal processor), i. e. the response

an isolated point target scattererlocated on

absorbing background.

Such

an (almost) perfectly

point targets are the corner reflector devices

deployed on the calibrationarea; they are preferred to natural targets which are
characteristics.
likely to be less adequately located and of poorer "point-like"

From

the two-dimensional impulse response, the following parameters can

be extractedto characterizethe image spatialquality:
the spatialresolutionitself,
defined as the 3 dB (halfpower) width of the
main lobe (in the range and azimuth directions)
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the Peak Sidelobe Ratio, measured by the level of the highest sidelobe
relativelyto the main lobe level, which is relevant to the possible existence of
in the vicinityof the target
artifacts
the IntegratedSidelobe Ratio, measured by the total power lying in the
sidelobes relativelyto the main lobe power, which indicatesthe power
which

is dispersed outside the target actual location and

amount

could corrupt other

scatterer responses.

Thèse three sets of parameters are directlymeasurable from the images,
containing many

artificial
point-likescatterers;summary

tables of their values

as well as typicalplots of the impulse response will be provided in the following
sub-sections.

3.21 AIRSAR

C-Band images

On Figure 5 are plottedthe impulse responsemagnitude of the 45° PARC,

for

the four polarization channels; this is the calibration target for which

the

sidelobesare the most apparent,since it has the best signal to noise (background)
ratio (35 dB

for like-polarization
and 43

dB

for cross-polarization).
The

four

45° PARC
responses are pretty similar,as they must be, because of the theoretical
scatteringmatrix (see (17d)).

Azimuth cuts of the HH
on Figure 6, where we

and VH

polarization
impulse responses are plotted

can remark that the firstsidelobesare only about 17 dB

below the main lobe level,whi~h is not as good a PSLR
expected from

ratio as it should be

the weighting function applied during the SAR

visual comparison purposes, range cuts of 45° PARC
responses are plotted on Figure 7: we

processing. For

and typicaltrihedralimpulse

note that the PARC

response exhibitsan

17

improvement on the sidelobe energy (betterISLR) but not on sidelobe maximum
peak level.

Considering azimuthal corner reflectorimpulse responses, some
exhibit the double peak feature shown

trihedrals

on Figure 8-a, associated with a poor

general response behaviour. This tendency was

reported previously, during the

Goldstone calibrationexperiment in 1988 [3], and it was thought there was some
due

problem

to the lack of motion compensation algorithm within the SAR

processor,so that the data could be processed with a badly estimateddriftangle. Of
course, in such cases, the définitionof main and side lobes should be taken with
caution, and hence the 3

dB

widths and sidelobe levels should not be very

significant.

A

summary

of the impulse response parameters is given in Table 4: the

measured values are statistical
means
0.9 m

and standard déviations among

the thirteen

trihedrals(taking into account both co-polarization
channels) and averages

over the 45° PARC

four channels.The expected values were estimated during pre-

did not take into account
flightSystem analysisand simulations;thèse calculations
the weighting functions which were actuallyintroduced in the processor.So, the
measured values are somewhat

différentfrom the predicted ones: greater 3 dB

widths and better PSLR

(the expected effectsof a weighting function).The poor

measured azimuth PSLR

value from the trihedralsis to be relatedto the double-

peak feature reported above. Anyway,

the trihedralmeasured values are on the

whole fairlyclose to the ones obtained during the Goldstone experiment [3], at
least the

mean

values since there are some

déviations,which means
The PARC

discrepanciesamong

the standard

a good long term stabilityof the AIRSAR

performance.

resultsare better than the trihedralones as expected from the impulse

response plots.
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3.22 E-SAR C-Band and X-Band images

The same kind of qualitychecking plots are shown, for the E-SAR
on Figures 9, C-Band 45° PARC
typical0.9 m

System,

impulse response,10 and 11, C-Band and X-Band

trihedralresponse.The firstthing we can notice,this is particularly

clear on the PARC

signature,is the discrepancyin the range and azimuth sidelobe

pattems: it is much

This is, probably,due to the on
higher in the range direction.

board range processing of the raw data, by means of an analog SAW
which is a less efficient
method than numerical ones. Secondly, the PARC
response is much
trihedral one;

correlator,
impulse

improved, regarding the sidelobe levels, with respect to the

this is particularlytrue in the azimuth

improvment was not so obvious in the AIRSAR

direction. Such

an

case. This featureis the resuitof

the multi-look processing which flattensthe sidelobe pattern and makes

it reach

the background level (see the range and azimuth cuts of Figure 11); so the higher
PARC

signal to background ratioleads directlyto a betterPSLR

On

coefficient.

Table 5 are reported the measured impulse response parameters from

the thirteen0.9 m

trihedrals
and from the C-Band PARC.

The estimated resolutions

are pretty close to the predictedones (see Table 2), except for the X-Band
width in azimuth, where

the 4.0 m

expected value maybe

3 dB

is under-estimated

regarding the 8-look process which was applied.

When

comparing with C-Band resultsof Table 4, the différencebetween the

numerical values of the PSLR
réduction brought by

and ISLR

parameters confirm the sidelobe pattern

the multi-look processing. This is true as well for the

azimuth direction,where both system space resolutionsare of the same order of
magnitude, as for the range direction,where E-SAR
smaller. Only

the range ISLR

improvement

spatial resolutionis much

is less important, for the above

mentionned reason of analog range processing of the data.
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Finally, the main

feature of this comparison analysis is the much

of the impulse response parameters over the C-Band
variability

lower

trihedraldata, as

pointed out by the standard déviationlow values.

So, one
comparative

of the most

interestingconclusions we

quality analysis is that the SAR

primarily designed in

can

draw

from

this

multi-look processing, while

order to increase the image

radiometric resolution by

reducing the speckle noise power, also improves the impulse response quite well.
We

must note that thèse good spatialresolutionpropertiesof the multi-lookimage

imply that there was no offset problems between the individualimages (or they
were well corrected),prior to their superposition.
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4. Amplitude

4.1 Model

calibration of the E-SAR

C-Band

image

for amplitude calibration

The

assumptions we

will make,

in order to establish the relationship

between the pixel intensitiesof one SAR
parameters, are the

image and the terrain backscattering

followings: first, point target, clutter area

responses are three différent processes which

and

noise

are statistically
independent to

each other, so that the received signaisadd in power to form the measured pixel
intensity;secondly, the best estimate of point target cross-sectionis provided by
the integratedpixel power over a sufficiently
large area containing most of the
scattererimpulse response energy, as was recommanded

by [9].

Thus, the radar équation, giving the measured integratedpower Pr over an
area A

can be formulated as [10]:
surrounding one given point targetscatterer,

(47t)3R4
where
- a ( = Ot + A a" ) is the totalcross-section
of the area A.
(clutter+target)
- Pt is the transmitted
power
-

G is the antenna gain, in the targetdirection

- 1 is the radar wavelength
-

R is the slantrange
H is the SAR

gain, includingthe processinggain

- Pn is the noise power, integratedover A.

We

can re-write(3), separatingeach contribution,
as:
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Pr = CK(R)Ot

with C

=

Pt X2

+ C K(R) crO A +Pn

is a constantterm and K(R)

(4)

=

H G2

is the range (or

incidence angle) dépendent factor.

Let us apply the previous formula to three différentareas within a local
part of the image (where the noise and clutterpropertiesare constant):
. A3 where there is only noise:
P3 = Pn = PnO
where PnO
. A2

(5)

A3

is the noise power density
where there is clutterand noise:
P2 = ( CK(R) crÛ+ PnO )A2

. Ai

(6)

where the studied point target scattererlies,which response is mixed

with the noise and clutterarea:
Pi = C K(R) at + ( C K(R) a° + PnO ) Ai

From

(6) and (7), we

(7)

can dérive the calibrationfactor expression,as a

functionof the measured Pi and P2:

C K(R) =

Pl - P2 AlI A2

(8)

crt
and, then, from

(5) and (6), we

obtain an estimate of the distributedtarget

backscattering coefficient:

0 ° P2 1 A2 - P3 1 A3
C K(R)
once the calibrationfactor is determined.

(9)
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The

R

only means
dependence, in the previous relationships,
calculations should be

integrated power

that ail the

performed over areas of same

slant

range;
consequently,the obtained calibrationfactor should be valuable only over a small
slant range interval.

4.2 Actual calibration

The same set of thirteen0.9 m
amplitude calibrationof both E-SAR

trihedrals
(see Figure 1) was used to perform
and AIRSAR

images: they constitutethe only

set of identicalcorner reflectorsin sufficientnumber
estimation by

to allow reasonable RCS

computation of their average responses; moreover, they lie on a

ground area of limited size, thus avoiding the effects of the range radiometric
variationshown by the E-SAR

A

summary

images.

of thèse trihedralresponses is given in Figure 12, where the

integratedpower, minus background power, is plotted in dB

versus the scatterer

location in range, Figure 12-a, and in azimuth, 12-b, for both frequency bands.
The integratedpower minus background power is an estimate of the numerator of
constant (additivein dB) which is the pixel size
(8), apart from a multiplicative
(1.5 x 1.5 m2

By

in slantrange).

examination of the C-Band

significantvariation among

plots, it can be stated that there is no

the corner reflectorresponses, neither in range nor

in azimuth, except for a fade affectingthree trihedralslocated within a common
range line.This fade is to be relatedto a gênerai atténuationwhich affectsseveral
contiguous range lines of the C-Band

image, as it can be observed from

a

the cause of
thorough examination of this image radiometry.So, this is an artifact,
which

is not

exactly known

(maybe

an

inaccurately estimated azimuthal
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référence function during the SAR

processing),and thèse three corner reflectors

should be removed for furtherstudies.

Considering the X-Band

plots, the corner reflectorresponses exhibit large

with a standard déviationof 1.9 dB, and a general level increasewith
fluctuations,
range

location; thèse variations can

calibrationarea, near the image

explained by

top edge, where

important. So, no

effect is too much

be

the location of

the

the antenna pattern fall-off

reasonable.calibrationprocédure of this

image could be attempted with such features;thus, in the following of this E-SAR
calibration
section,we will only deal with the C-Band data set.

Since the ten selected corner reflectorsare identical0.9 m
are close enough

to each other to produce no

trihedralsand

range response variation,an

estimate Si of the integratedpower minus background associatedwith this kind of
scattereris provided

by the calculatedaverage over thèse targets:

Si = 75.6dB withs.d. = 0.2dB

The

theoreticalradar cross-sectionof a triangulartrihedralof maximum

length a, at frequency f, is [11]:

RCStri =

471 a4 f2
3 c 2

The E-SAR C-Band frequencyis 5.3 GHz

(10)

and a = 0.9 m, so RCStri = 29.3 dB

and the calibrationcorrectionfactor for point target cross-sectionestimation is

- C K(R) (dB) = RCStri - Si = -46.3dB
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4.3 E-SAR

calibrationfor distributed
targets

From

équation

(9), it appears

backscattering coefficientof any
différence between the mean

calculated over

of

the

given distributedtarget is provided by

the

pixel power

divided by the calibrationfactor C
large enough

that the

calibrated value

density and the noise power

K(R). Thèse mean

density,

power densitiesshould be

areas, in order to greatly reduce the speckle

contributionin the uniform area response.As the previously given value of Si is
in realitythe total pixel power

within the intégrationarea (i. e. the integrated

power divided by the pixel area), the calibrationfactor to get the backscattering
coefficientis

- C K(R) (dB) Ag (dB)
- C K(R) (dB) As (dB) +

where

Ag

and As

or
10 log (sin6)

(11)

are respectivelythe ground and slant pixel size, and 9 is the

incidence angle.

In the area where the trihedrals
were deployed, 8 = 40°
are 1.5 m

in slant range and

azimuth for C-Band

and the pixel sizes

data. So

the calibration

correction factor for distributed target backscattering coefficient détermination
is -51.7dB.
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5. Polarimetric calibration of

5.1 Model

The

the

AIRSAR

C-Band

images

for polarimetriccalibration

aim of a fully polarimetricSAR

is to provide measurements of the

target scattering matrix:

The
wave

Sij complex élément of S is the target response when

is transmitted and the measurement is made

on

one i-polarized

the j-polarizedreceiver;

hère i and j representone of the orthogonal horizontaland verticalpolarizations.
Since any given polarizationstate can be written as a linearcombination of thèse
two

former ones, we

can dérive, from the S

knowledge, the target response

corresponding to arbitrarytransmit and receive polarizations[12].

Assuming

a

linear model

to

describe the

the observed scatteringmatrix 0
perturbations,

transmitter and

receiver

can be written,as a function of

the desiredone S:

^ OhvOw J y Rvh Rvv Shv

where

Tvv
SVv J y Thv

N = {Njj} is an additivenoise matrix and

Nhv Nvv

R = [Rij and T =
{Tjj} are the

receive and transmit matrices:
Tij (resp.Rij) is the transmit (receive)j-channel
response to i-polarizedincident radiation;in (13), the transposed notation in the
receiving matrix only means that the receiver is seen as a transmitteracting in
the reverse sensé.
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hâve to détermine the T

scatteringmatrix S from the observed 0, we
perturbation matrices (this is the purpose
transmitter and

want to retrievethe desired

in (13), if we

Ignoring the noise matrix N

receiver matrices can

be

of

and R

polarimetric calibration).The

split into three terms in order to

separate différent effects:

(14)

Thh
T = (Thh TwJ "

[Thv/Thh

1 v ) (0 Tvvo/Thh

and

1
Rvh"|_

_
(Rhh
Rhv

f
Rhv/Rhh

Rvv

0 \
Rvh/Rvv^j
1

(Rhh/RVV
0
) (

1

So the observed matrix can be re-writtenas:.

1
fRhh/RwOy
°"ThhRvVl 0
lJI^Rvh/Rw

1
RhV/Rhh)
1

0

Tvh/TwVl

S Thv/Thh
f

lOT vv/Thh
+ N

where the following terms hâve been isolated:Rhv/Rvv,
Tvh/Tvv

\

Rvh/Rvv,

(16)

Thv/Thh

and

terms produce cross-polarization
contamination (so called "cross-talk"

terms); Rhh/Rvv

and Tvv/Thh

are the channel imbalance terms between the two

and Thh- Rvv is the absolute calibrationfactor.
orthogonal polarizations;

Several algorithms [13] [14] [15] hâve been developed to provide estimâtes
of thèse calibrationparameters from a given polarimetricimage: generally,they
use various combinations of known

point targets (Polarimetric Active Radar

located in the imaged scène, the number
Calibrators,trihedrals,
dihedrals,...),

and

configuration of

the

which

depending

upon

the

assumptions

made

on

backscattering S and system T and R matrices.The calibration
technique we hâve
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used in the présent study [16] avoids the drawback of needing numerous manmade

corner reflectorsand

is based upon

a minimum

set of hypothesis: the

of natural distributedtargets within the image
backscatteringstatistics
to

remove

the

cross-talk contamination, only

reciprocal (i. e. Svh = Shv)

and

assuming

the like- and

the

are used

scatterers are

cross-polarizedchannels are

assessed in the case of azimuthally symmetric
uncorrelated,which is theoretically
natural targets [17]; known

corner reflectors,
as

can then be used to
trihedrals,

eliminate the channel amplitude/phase imbalance and to absolute calibratethe
data. The principalsteps of this algorithm are given in the following:
cross-talkremoval: compute the covariance matrix of S from distributed
targets in the area of interest,assuming some
équations derived from

kind of spatialergodicity;solve

(16), using both previously mentionned assumptions, in

the croos-talk parameter unknowns

Rhv/Rvv.

Rvh/Rvv,

and Tvh/Tvv;

Thv/Thh

this resolutioninvolves some itérative
process in order to estimate the corrélation
coefficientsof the cross-polarization
scatteringterms Shv and Sv h
channel imbalance

removal: the availabilityof

a

trihedral corner

reflectorin the studied scène allows déterminationof the Rhh/Rvv
terms, since the HH

and VV

and Tvv/Thh

are known to be identical
responsesof a trihedral

absolute calibration:knowledge

of the trihedral cross-section leads

straightforwardlyto the absolute calibrationfactor amplitude 1 Thh- Rvv 1. The
best way

to estimate the measured cross-sectionof a point target scatterer,
from

the data set, was

adressed in the previous section dedicated to amplitude

calibration.

It is to be noted that the whole algorithm assumes th�tthe unknown T and
R

matrices are constant;so it must be applied only to small areas (in the range

direction)and repeted as many
image.

times as necessary,in order to correct an entire
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5.2 Actual calibration

The algorithmwe hâve just describedabove has been applied to the AIRSAR

algorithm, i. e. the covariance matrix computations and
estimation,was performed
on Figure 2), since it was
uniform

areas and

which

cross-talk parameter

using the firstquarter of the images (most left-sided
the one which contained the greatest percentage of
was

farthest away

scatterers(calibrationdevices on
Then

first part of this

data to provide polarimetriccalibratedimages. The

C-Band

from

the airport and

of the point target

most

urban point-like reflectors).

the cross-talkremoval procédure was applied to the whole image with the

previously estimated parameters. The

channel imbalance was

of the average measured response from the thirteen0.9 m
HH/W

mean amplitude = 0.2 dB

HH/VV

mean phase =

removed

by

means

trihedrals:

with s.d. = 0.7 dB

145.4" with s.d. = 3.8°

Finally,absolute calibrationwas obtained via the known

trihedralRCS

order to get backscattering coefficient (�T°) calibrated data files. From
thirteen0.9 m

the mean
trihedrals,

in
the

measured amplitude response was:

HH

= 34.5dB withs.d. = 0.7dB

VV

= 34.3dB withs.d. = 0.3dB

RCS
So, when comparing with the theoretical

of 29.3 dB, and taking into account

the pixel size (13.0 dB) to get (YO valued data, we obtained an absolute calibration
correctionfactorof -18.0 dB, which was appliedto the whole data.

Before we

analyse the results of the calibrationprocess, it is worth

recallingthe scatteringmatrices of the various target types used in the présent
experiment:
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Strihedral
(0 10) 1

(17a)

So°dihedral
(0 -1

S45"dihedral=

(17c)

S45°PARC =

Results

of

(0 j 0

the

uncalibratedC-Band
HH/VV

ratio is a

amplitude

and

( 11

(17b)

(17d)

^ J

polarimetric calibration analysis, performed

on

data and on the calibratedones, are gathered on Table 6.
measurement

phase;

same

of the co-polarizationchannel imbalance, in

kind

channels is provided by the HV/VH

of

information about

ratio,when

the

cross-polarized

estimated from rotated devices

like 45° dihedrals.Cross-talkcontaminationestimationis given by the HV/HH
VH/HH

the

and

0° dihedral
amplitude ratios,from trihedrals(unsensitiveto orientation),

and 45° dihedral.
(line of sight orientation)

From

examination of thèse results,we

can

make

the following main

comments:
- The uncalibrateddata are already well balanced in amplitude,as well for
the co-polarized channels as for the cross-polarizedones; thus, the calibration
process did not improve so much
of which the mean
trihedrals,

the channel balance, except, obviously, for the

HH/VV

complex ratio was actuallyused to perform

the channel imbalance removal procédure.
- On
HH/VV

the contrary,the raw data are not at ail phase calibrated,for the

and HV/VH

phases are quite différentfrom the expected ones. The phase

balance was achieved on the calibrateddata, since the phase values are close to
the 0° or 180° expected ones, within the allowable error margin.
- Cross-talkisolationlevels are not high enough in the uncalibrateddata,
being at least 3 dB

below the desired threshold of 30 dB; thèse levels reach

acceptable values in trihedral and

45°

dihedral calibrated data, while the

improvement is very small in the case of the 0° dihedral.For corner reflectors
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which are sensitiveto orientation,
such as the 0° dihedral,maybe that kind of bad
cross-talk level can

be

explained by

a

non-perfect alignment of the corner

as was suggested in [1].
reflectorrespectively
to the line of sight direction,
- The

increase of the trihedralcross-talklevel standard déviations,from

uncalibratedto calibrateddata, does not necessarilymean

that the resultsare less

relillablein the lattercase; it can be explained by the fact that, with reduced
cross-polarization contamination,

the

cross-polarized

channel

responses

sometimes can be about or under the background level,thus giving rise to more
variable numerical results.Anyway,

the essentialresuit is preserved, that is to

say thèse responses lie under the desired cross-talklevel.

To conclude this section,and to sum up the previous developments, we can
of the C-Band AIRSAR
assess the polarimetriccalibration
quite well.

data has been achieved
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6. Cross-calibration of E-SAR

and

AIRSAR

images

Having performed absolute calibrationof the two sensor C-Band

images of

we would like to compare
the same site,by means of one set of identical
trihedrals,
the calibrated responses associated with other targets.As
calibrating a

SAR

image

backscatteringcoefficient,we
responses provided by

is to

provide

the ultimate goal of

physical values

the

terrain

will focus our attentionon the distributedtarget

both images. Although the AIRSAR

polarimetricallycalibrated,we

of

data set is fully

will consider, in the following, only the VV-

polarized magnitude image.

To compare the calibrateddata of both radars,the firstchosen approach is
a global one: the mean

pixel power, computed over several lines,is taken as an

estimate of the average terrain backscatteringcoefficient;then, this mean
power

pixel

is displayed as a function of the other direction,for relativecalibration

analysis purpose. Of

course, the accuracy of such an estimate will be greatly

degraded in areas where there are numerous point target scatterers,
giving rise
to spiky features on

the curves. There is no

problem when

averaging whole

azimuth lines, since there is no noticeabledistorsionof the pixel magnitude in
this direction(except for a few range lines in the C-Band E-SAR
when

averaging range lines, we

image). However,

hâve to sélect previously a restrictedinterval

around the main trihedralset (about 2 km

wide), because of the E-SAR

image

global range variation.

Thèse average backscatteringcoefficientcurves are plotted on Figure 13,
azimuth variation of range averaged power

on

13-a and

range variation of

azimuth averaged power on 13-b. For easiercomparison between the two data sets,
on Figure 13-b the mean
common

power is plotted versus ground position,referredto a

origin (one of the 0.9 m

The selected intervaisare identical
trihedrals).
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for both images, in each direction,and the average pixel power is computed over
ten

consécutive lines. The

E-SAR

curves

exhibit more

pronounced

high

of
because of the smaller sampling steps, and resolutions,
frequency fluctuations,
this system; we

can observe, too, on Figure 13-b, that the sampling steps are

varying along the curves, due to the slant range to ground range conversion.

On Figure 13-a, the AIRSAR
even

many

and E-SAR

curves are very close to each other;

spiky features are very similar, despite their point-like scatterer

origin.Particularlyremarkable is the curve fit at the right-end part of the plot
where the areas are more likelyto be uniform; hère the curve différenceabsolute
value is always lessthan 1 dB.

From

the E-SAR

plot on Figure 13-b, we

features: the global power

can easily notice the following

variation with range is due

to the lack of post-

processor range correction (propagation loss, vertical antenna pattern);and the
strong peak at the near range end is the nadir return,since the selected range
window,

in the SAR

processor, included distances smaller than the minimal

But the most interesting
resuitis the fact
physical one (i. e. the aircraftaltitude).
that both curves are pretty similar,in an absolute sensé as well as in a relative
one, over a ground range intervalof more than 1 km

The AIRSAR

length around the origin.

calibrated(it is a confirmation)since
image is well relatively

the associatedcurve on Figure 13-b shows no noticeable global range variation.
So this curve could be used as a référencein order to perform relativecalibration
of the E-SAR

image across the range swath. But this is rot a simple problem

because the two curves do not hâve neitherthe same sampling frequency nor the
same intrinsicresolution,so the calculationof the two function différenceshould
not be so straightforwardas it could appear at firstsight. In the following, a
rough attempt will be made

to perform such relativecross-calibration
and then to
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compare with a standard theoreticalrange correctionprocédure. To
we

firstneed to know

too, explain some

do the latter,

the incidence angle variationswith range, which will help,
the backscattering coefficient values

discrepancies among

provided by the two sensors.So, on Figure 14, curves of incidence angle versus
ground range location are displayed for the two sensors.On
angles are quite différent,particularlyfor near
calibrationarea we

range

the whole, incidence
areas; but, for the

are mainly interestedin, around the origin,the différenceis

only about 5" (about 45° for AIRSAR

and 40° for E-SAR), which should not lead to

significantdifférencesof the backscatteringcoefficient[18], if we

assume

the

airportarea to be mainly composed of grasslands.

On

Figure 15 is plotted,as the solid curve, the empirical correctionfactor
as

computed

the

différence (in dB)

between

AIRSAR

backscattering coefficients,versus ground range; the E-SAR

and

E-SAR

mean

function has been

previously smoothed to fit the same sampling step as the AIRSAR

one. Only the

slow variationsof this curve are to be considered, since the sharp and quick
fluctuations

we

can

observe

misregistrationsbetween the two
the

are

due

to

unavoidable

initialfunctions.The

angle)

incidence

angle

effects: vertical antenna
correction for

giving, in power,

ail the

pattern, propagation

range
loss

(or
and

backscattering coefficient calculation. From

équation (11) and the expression (4b) of the K(R)
formula

range

dashed curve represents

theoretical calibration function, taking into. account

incidence

ground

factor, we

can dérive the

the calibration correction factor relative to the

backscatteringlevel at the ground origin:

sin (Qo) R(l
H(R0)G(Ro)2

H(R) G(R)2
(18)
sin(6)R4
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The processor gain H(R) is proportionalto the squared slant range, as in
most standard SAR

CAL "

processors.Thus, the previous expression finallybecomes:

sin (eO) RO

G(R)2

(19)

sin (6) R2

G(RO)2

as it is plottedon Figure 15. The theoretical
curve seems actuallyto be a good fitof
the empiricalone, at leastin an area of more than 2 km

length around the origin.

Of course, both functions are zero-valued at the ground origin,by the way

they

are built.

The good fit between thèse two curves indicatesthat the E-SAR

image could

hâve been range corrected only by means of an extemal image of the same site,
from a sensor with rather différentcharacteristics.
As

it is the firsttime two

sensor images are radiometrically
compared this way, this is a very encouraging
rosult,ail the more because of the rather preliminarystate of the présent crosscalibrationstudy. In case of developing such kind of cross-calibration
method, we
should be able to define a more elaborate and cautious strategy,by solving the
following problems: how
resolutions?how

to deal with

différent sensor sampling

steps and

to filterthe spiky featuresdue to point targetreflectors?
what is

the best way to modelise the relativecalibration
function?... But
this should be the
subject of future works.

The second way of comparing the AIRSAR
more

natural and more

but it is not much

and E-SAR

calibratedimages is

précise,if performed cautiously!,than the previous one;

emphasized hère because it nécessitâtesmany

tideous human

opérationson the displayed images and thus cannot be developed in a systematic
manner

for further automatic analysis.Some

uniform areas are visually selected
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on

each image, then the corresponding calibratedbackscatteringcoefficientare

evaluated,according to (9).

On

Table 7 are gathered the comparative resultsof ten scènes of various

terrain types: grasslands, fields and

forests are commonly

studied végétation

terrains;the airportrunway and one urban area are added only for comparisons,
as respectively représentativeof flat target and
extrême cases. For sake of completeness, HH
AIRSAR

data. Also

non-uniform distributedtarget

channel resultsare provided from

are given both System incidence angles and

radiometric

value ratio of the pixel power

resolutioncoefficients(standarddéviation to mean

in order to check the area uniformity and to give some informations
distribution)
about scène texture,as seen by the two sensors.

The

given

backscattering coefficient values, in the E-SAR

corrected in range by

the theoreticalcalibrationfunction examined

obtained resultsare rather good, since the VV

00

case, are
above. The

différenceoften lies about or

within 1 dB and is never greaterthan 2.2 dB; but they are very much

variable,in

an uninterpretable
way: there is no clear corrélationof the resuit quality neither
with the terrain type nor with the incidence angle différence.Obviously, the
urban area resuitis not good since it is not a uniform target(see the great values
taken by the CT/JJ.coefficient).Another and more

interestingdiscrepancies are

exhibited by forest areas, as well from the backscattering
coefficients
as from the
cr/Jlratios:while the AIRSAR
the E-SAR

lattervalues are prettyclose to 1, the expected value,

ones are quite far away from 0.5 (correspondingto four-look).Maybe

this discrepancy can be explained by the différentsensor resolutions,
the E-SAR
resolutionbeing too small to be able to see forests.
as uniform areas;in that case,
the scattering mechanism

should hâve

been

created mainly

by

trunks and

branches (which are less numerous in each cell size) rather than by leaves.
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7.

Conclusion

For the first time, a comparative study of two

différent airborne SAR

images of a same site has been thoroughly undertaken:image quality analysisand
external, ground
NASA/JPL

target based, calibration hâve

aircraft
SAR

C-Band and DLR

E-SAR

been

performed,

from

the

C-Band and X-Band data collected

over the Oberpfaffenhoffenairporttest site in FRG.

On

the whole, both System data sets met the image quality requirements

associated to their respective characteristics;
the only

observed discrepancies

between theoreticaland measured quality parameters could be explained by misestimation of

some

parameters

during

pre-flight design

weighting functions actuallyused in the AIRSAR

image

formation, should be more

performance was found to be stable when
calibrationexperiment[3]; even some

calculations:

processor were not fully taken

into account; and évaluation of the équivalent number
the E-SAR

goal

of independent looks, in

exactly conducted. The

AIRSAR

comparing with the previous Goldstone

azimuth impulse response dégradation still

remains to be solved, the cause is thought to be the lack of motion compensation
algorithm in the processor. The

use of a PARC,

for
compared with trihedrals,

spatial resolution analysis,leads to better impulse response parameter measured
it allowed to
values, due to its greater signal to background ratio;particularly,
point out a discrepancy between the range and azimuth sidelobe patterns,which
seemed to be produced by the on board analog range compression scheme used to
process the E-SAR

The

raw data.

comparative image

quality study has

shown

that the multi-look

processing,more than improving the radiometricresolution,as it is designed for,
produced decreased side lobe levels(PSLR and ISLR), and thus improved spatial
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resolution,and, what

is maybe

the most

important, more

stable and

reliable

impulse response parameters,over the trihedralset used in the study.

Separate calibrationprocédures of both system C-Band
performed, using the same 0.9 m
of the E-SAR

images hâve been

trihedralset. The radiometriccalibration
process

focussing on some
image has been addressed in détail,particularly

aspects which must be treated with care, such as point target RCS

estimation

taking into account the noise and background response, range dependence of the
derived calibrationfactors,and point targetRCS

vs clutter00

polarimetriccalibrationhas been performed on AIRSAR

formulation. Fully

C-Band images, by means

of clutterbackscatteringstatistics
contamination has been
[16]: cross-polarization
markedly reduced and phase channel balance has been achieved to a high degree
of quality.

Comparison

between

distributed target

evaluated from the previously calibratedC-Band

backscattering

coefficients,

images, gave rather good results,

in an absolute sensé, since cr 0 différencesalways were below 2 dB, but some
variabilty,within each terrain type, was
noticeable resuit was

that the

discrepancies in the image

detected.and remained unexplained. A

différent spatial resolutions led

some

to

contrast (radiometricresolution coefficient)on

such

areas as forests.

Finally, we

hâve

shown

that effective cross-calibrationbetween

différentsensor images was feasible:the radiometriccalibrationof the E-SAR
Band

image actually could be achieved only by

AIRSAR

image, which

was

assumed

reflectors).

c-

référence to the co-responding

properly calibrated,giving quite similar

correction curves as those obtained from more
radiometric correction and

the

classicalmethods

absolute calibration by

means

of

(i. e. range
known

corner

41

Further works in such directionof calibratingSAR

images should include

the définitionof a cautious strategymainly in order to deal with sensors of very
since
différent characteristics(spatial resolution, géométrie configuration,...),
présent and future calibrationcampaigns may
such as SARs, SLARs

or scatterometers.

involve various kinds of sensors,
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Table 1. NASA/JPL

AIR SAR

and DLR

E-SAR Parameter

48

Table 2.

Parametersof the C-Band AIRSAR, C- and X-Band E-SAR
Over DLR

Images

Site. Resolutionsare TheoreticalOnes, and Pixel Spacings

are Values for the Images Displayedon Figs.2, 3 and 4.

Table 3. Measured and Expected Radiometric Resolution Coefficientson
Uniform Areas from Power Detected AIRSAR

and

E-SAR

Images
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Table 4. Spatial ResolutionImage Quality: Summary
Parameters for AIRSAR

of Impulse Response

C-Band Data. Measured Values are Averages

HH
and Standard Déviationsover 13 Trihedrals,
and Averages of 450 PARC

Table 5.

and VV

Polarizations,

Four Channels

SpatialResolutionImage Quality: Summary

of Impulse Responsc

Parametersfor E-SAR C- Band and X-Band Data, Estimated from
and from the 45° PARC
thirteen0.9 m trihedrals

for C-Band
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Table 6.

AIRSAR
Corner

C-Band

PolarimetricCalibrationResults from In-Scene

Reflectors

Table 7.

Radiomctric comparison of C-Band AIRSAR
from calibrated images

and E-SAR

distributed
target responscs,

53

55

Figure2. AIRSAR, C-Band VV

polarization,
amplitudeimage of the DLR

testsite
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Figure3. E-SAR, C-Band VV polarization,
image of the DLR

testsite
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Figure4. E-SAR, X-Band VV polarization,
image of the DLR

testsite
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Figure 6. Azimuth cuts of the 45° PARC

impulse responsc,from AIRSAR

channels (otherchannels arc similar)

C-Band data,HH

and VH

Figure 7.

and 45° PARC
Range cuts of 0.9 m trihedral
HH

impulse responses.from AIRSAR

HH and VH for PARC
and VV channelsfor trihedral,

C-Band data;

Figure 8.

Worst case and best case 0.9 m
HH and VV channels

azimuth impulse rcsponsc from AIRSAR
trihedral

data,

Figure 9.

C-Band 45° PARC

impulse responsefrom VV

polarizedE-SAR data

of typical0.9 m
Figure 10. Two-dimensional impulse response
data
VV polarized

from E-SAR
trihedral

C-Band and X-Band

Figure 11. Range and azimuth cuts of 0.9 m
VV polarized
data

trihedral
impulse responsc,from E-SAR

C-Band and X-Band

Figure 12.

of 0.9 m
Range and azimuth variations

trihedral
responses,from E-SAR

C-Band and X-Band images

69

Figure 13.

Azimuth and ground range variationsof the average backscattering
from E-SAR and AIRSAR
coefficient,

CW
calibrated

images

70

incidenceangle variationversus ground range location

Figure 14.

E-SAR

and AIRSAR

Figure 15.

E-SAR

in the range direction:
theoretical
C-Band relativecalibration
(from

antennapattem data) and empirical(from AIRSAR

comparison)curves

